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Abstract 
We consider a generalization of the assignment problem in which an integer k is given and one 
wants to assign k rows to k columns so that the sum of the corresponding costs is a minimum. 
The problem can be seen as a 2-matroid intersection, hence is solvable in polynomial time; im- 
mediate algorithms for it can be obtained from transformation to min-cost flow or from classical 
shortest augmenting path techniques. We introduce original preprocessing techniques for finding 
optimal solutions in which g< k rows are assigned, for determining rows and columns which 
must be assigned in an optimal solution and for reducing the cost matrix. A specialized primal 
algorithm is finally presented. The average computational efficiency of the different approaches 
is evaluated through computational experiments. 
1. Introduction 
We consider the following generalization of the assignment problem. Given an m x n 
cost matrix W = [wij] and an integer k (k < min(m, n)), the k-Curdinality Assignment 
Problem (k-AP) is to assign exactly k rows to k columns so that the sum of the 
corresponding costs is a minimum. Formally, 
m n 
z= minx C WijXij, 
r=l j=l 
n 
C Xlj<l (I’EM={l, 
m 
C Xij61 (J’EN={l, 
,=I 
m n 
C CXij=k 
,=I j=l 
XijE{O,l} (iEM, jEN), 
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where Xij = 1 iff row i is assigned to column j. The well-known Assignment Problem 
(AP) is the special case arising when m =n = k (in which case the model can be 
simplified by dropping equation (4) and replacing the 6 signs in (2) and (3) with the 
= sign). Although an extensive literature exists on AP and related problems (surveys 
can be found, e.g., in Martello and Toth [13], Ahuja, Magnanti and Orlin [3]), no 
specific result has been presented, to our knowledge, on k-AP. 
Other assignment problems with side constraints have been considered in the litera- 
ture. Quite often the addition of side constraints leads to NP-hard problems, such as, 
for example, those treated by Aggarwal [2], Mazzola and Neebe [14] and Aboudi and 
Nemhauser [l]. In other cases, see, e.g., Caron, Hansen and Jaumard [5], the resulting 
problem can be solved in polynomial time. 
The k-AP has potential applications, for example, in assigning workers to machines 
when there are multiple alternatives and only a subset of workers and machines has to 
be assigned. In addition, it can arise as a subproblem in the solution of more complex 
problems. Consider, e.g., the following Satellite-Switched Time-Division Multiple Ac- 
cess (SS/TDMA) time slot assignment problem (see Prins [ 171 for a comprehensive 
survey). A satellite is used to transmit information from m earth stations to n different 
earth stations. The interconnections are obtained through an on-board k x k switch: a 
specific set of k interconnections is called a k-switching mode. An m x n non-negative 
matrix W specifies, for each pair (i, j), the total amount of information wij to be trans- 
mitted from station i to station j. It is clear that exact and approximation algorithms 
for this problem can require a series of solutions to k-AP instances (see, e.g., the 
algorithm proposed by Pomalaza-Raez [ 161). 
We will assume, without loss of generality, that wij > 0 Vi, j. Indeed, given an 
instance I of k-AP, for any constant Q consider the instance I’ defined by costs 
w; = wij + Q, and let z(F), z’(F) be the solution values, for a feasible solution F, 
computed with costs wij and w(i, respectively. It is clear that z’(F)=z(F)+kQ, so the 
optimal solutions to I and I’ coincide. Thus, any instance with wii < 0 for some i, j 
can be transformed into an equivalent instance by using Q = - min{wij}. Since k-Al’ 
does not change if the cost matrix is transposed, we will also assume, without loss of 
generality, that m <n. 
The above property also shows that the problem in which cy=, cJ=i wijxij must be 
maximized subject to (2)-(5) is solved by k-AP if each cost whl is replaced by the 
non-negative quantity (lElX{Wij} - whi). 
The objective of this article is to provide, for the first time, specialized algorithms 
for the exact solution of k-AP. 
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we prove that k-AP 
is solvable in polynomial time and that its constraint matrix is totally unimodular; we 
show how classical algorithmic techniques can be used for its solution. In Section 3 we 
introduce original preprocessing techniques for finding optimal solutions in which g <k 
rows are assigned. These results are used in Section 4 to determine rows and columns 
which must be assigned in an optimal solution, to compute lower and upper bounds on 
the optimal solution value, and to reduce the cost matrix. In Section 5 we show how 
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to complete the partial solution obtained from preprocessing through standard shortest 
augmenting path techniques, and give an efficient primal algorithm for k-AP. Extensive 
computational experiments are presented in Section 6 and the conclusion follows in 
Section 7. 
2. Complexity 
It is well-known that AP corresponds to a weighted bipartite matching problem. 
Similarly, k-AP can be modeled through a bipartite graph G = (U U V, E) having vertex 
sets U=(Ut,..., U,}, V={Vi,...,V,} and edge set E={(Ui,Q): UiEU, REV}, 
with wij = cost of edge (Ui, Vj). Problem k-AP is then to find a set of k vertex-disjoint 
edges with minimum total cost. Hence, it can also be seen as the problem of finding 
a minimum weight common independent set of cardinality k of two matroids Mi, M2: 
Ml (resp. MT ) is the truncated matroid on ground set E in which a set of h <k edges is 
independent iff it is incident with distinct vertices of U (resp. V) (see, e.g., Welsh [18]). 
Since the two-matroid intersection algorithm runs in polynomial time, we know that 
k-AP is polynomial. This also gives a possible dual algorithm for k-AP: we start with 
an empty solution (no row assigned) and apply for k times a shortest augmenting path 
(SAP) technique (see, e.g., Lawler [ 111) obtaining, at each iteration, a solution in which 
one more row is assigned. (This will be discussed in more detail in Sections 3 and 5.1.) 
Another property of AP is that its constraint matrix is totally unimodular (TU). We 
show that the same holds for k-AP. Let B be the (m + n) x (nut) constraint matrix of 
inequalities (2) (3), and B’=BIZ the (m+n) x (mn +m +n) constraint matrix of (2), 
(3) in standard form (where I denotes the unit square matrix). The constraint matrix 
of k-AP (in standard form) is then the (m + n + 1) x (mn + m + n) matrix 
The following properties are known (see, e.g., Nemhauser and Wolsey [ 151). 
Property 1. The node-edge incidence matrix of a bipartite graph is TU. 
Hence we know that B is TU. 
Property 2. Ij’ B is TU then B’ = BI I is TU. 
Property 3. An r x c matrix D = [dij] is TU if and only if for every K C { 1,. . , r} 
there exists a partition K1, K2 of K such that 1 CiEK, dij-CiEK2 dij\ < 1 for j = I,. . . , c. 
Theorem 1. The constraint matrix A = [aij] of k-AP is TU. 
Proof. We make use of Property 3. Consider any subset K of { 1,. . . , (m+n+ 1)). If the 
(m+n+l)-th row is not in K, the required partition exists since B’ is TU. Otherwise the 
partition of K into KI = {m+n+ 1) and K2 = K\K, satisfies the condition of Property 3. 
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Indeed (a) for any column j E { 1,. . . , mn} we have CiEK, aij = 1 and CiEKz aij E 
{ 0, 1,2}; (b) for any column j E {rrzn + 1,. . . , mn + m + n} we have ‘j& aii = 0 and 
Cirz,aijE{031). n 
Hence, k-AP can also be solved by using any LP solver. Alternatively, we can 
transform an instance of k-AP into an equivalent instance of min-cost flow problem as 
follows. Let us transform the graph G previously introduced into graph G’=({s}UUU 
VU {t},E’) with E’ = E U {(s, Ui): Ui E U} U {( 5, t): I$ E V}, zero cost for the edges 
in E’\E and unit capacity for all the edges: it is easily seen that k-AP is optimally 
solved by sending k units of flow, at minimum cost, from s to t. 
3. Finding a partial optimal solution 
The most efficient algorithms based on shortest augmenting path techniques for AP 
include a preprocessing phase in which a number g 6 n of assignments is determined 
through fast heuristics: n - g iterations are then executed, using a SAP technique to 
complete the solution. The overall performance of such algorithms heavily depends on 
the number of initial assignments. (For uniformly random cost matrices, most of the 
SAP codes from the literature initially assign at least 80% of the rows; one of the 
fastest AP codes (Jonker and Volgenant [9]) assigns about 98% of the rows.) 
Unfortunately, the AP preprocessing techniques do not extend to k-AP, as they are 
based on the assumption that each row has to be assigned, whereas for k-AP it is 
generally impossible to establish that a given row will be assigned in the optimal 
solution. Consider, e.g., an instance in which wij = Q for all j, while wij <Q for all j 
and all i # 1: a standard technique for determining a partial AP solution is to subtract 
from each cost wii the minimum value in row i and to assign, in turn, each row to 
one of the columns corresponding to a zero weight, if not yet assigned. Hence, for 
AP, row 1 would be assigned to column 1, but no optimal k-AP solution (for k < n) 
assigns row 1. In this section we give an algorithm which heuristically determines a 
valid initial solution to k-AP, and in the next section we show how it is possible to 
establish that certain rows and columns have to be assigned in an optimal solution. 
We denote by pi, pi and pjl the first, second and third smallest cost, respectively, 
in row i of matrix W, and with c(i), c’(i) and c”(i) the corresponding columns, i.e., 
wi,c(i) = minj{wij}, wi,c’(i) = minj{wij: j #c(i)} and wi,c”(i) = minj{wij: j # c(i),c’(i)}. 
Similarly yj , $, yj’ will be the three smallest costs in column j, and r(j), r’(j), r”(j) 
the corresponding rows. These values can clearly be determined in O(mn) time. 
We say that a row i (resp. a column j) is assigned in a solution to k-AP if Xii = 1 
for some j (resp. for some i). Given a non-negative integer g < k, let g-AP denote 
problem (l)-(5) with k replaced by g. 
From Theorem 1 we know that k-AP and its continuous relaxation, C(k-AP), have 
the same optimal solution. C(k-AP) is given by (l)-(4) and 
Xii 2 0 (iEM, J’EN) (6) 
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By introducing dual variables Ui (associated with constraints (2) multiplied by -l), Ljj 
(associated with constraints (3) multiplied by - 1) and p (associated with constraint 
(4)) the corresponding dual is 
V=max (b-gui-$q)q (7) 
/l - Uj - 2~6W,~ (I’EM, jEN), (8) 
Uj 3 0 (iEM), (9) 
‘7 2 0 (jEN). (10) 
A pair of solutions respectively feasible for the primal and the dual is optimal if and 
only if (complementary slackness) 
n 
ui ( 1 c Xij - 1 =o (I’EM), (11) j=l 
m 
13 
( 1 
c Xlj - 1 =o (jEN), (12) 
1=I 
Xij(/t - U, - Z$ - Wjj)=O (IEM, jEN). (13) 
Note the difference with an AP, in which conditions (11) and (12) are always satisfied 
by a primal feasible solution, hence can be disregarded in the preprocessing phase. The 
following heuristic finds an optimal solution to g-AP for some g dk. A dual solution 
satisfying (ll)-( 13) is then determined. (Observe that the complementary slackness 
conditions for k-AP and g-AP are identical.) 
We start by reordering the columns of matrix W (and the corresponding vectors 
7, ;“, y”, Y, Y’, Y”) by nondecreasing yj values. For increasing values of j, the algorithm 
assigns row r(j) to column j if such row is currently unassigned; if instead row r(j) 
is already assigned, in certain cases (to be motivated later), the algorithm assigns 
column j + 1 instead of j (and then proceeds to column j + 2) or assigns the current 
column j to row r’(j) instead of r(j). Detailed statement of the algorithm follows. At 
the end of each iteration the current column index j is increased by 6 E (0, 1,2}, but 
the execution ends if 6 = 0. A variable 0 provides, at each iteration, the maximum 
cost we will accept for the following assignments. (Initially, 0 = cc; if, for the current 
column j, lj > 0 holds, then the procedure terminates). 
procedure g_AP: 
begin 
xlj:=O (~‘EM, jEN); j:= 1; g:=O; 6:= 1; O:=CO; 
while jd?z and g < k and 6 > 0 and yi<O do 
6:=0; 
if row r(j) is not assigned then Xr(,/),, := 1; ii:= 1 
else 
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begin 
let 1 be the column such that xr(j),l= 1; 
if w~(~).[ = yl (i.e., r(j) = r(l)) then 
if row r(j + 1) is not assigned and yii+l d min(y{, ye, 0) then 
(comment: case la) 
xr(j+lbj+l := 1; 0 := min(y’,,$ 0); label column 2; 6 := 2 
else if row r’(j) is not assigned and $ < yj+i and yj < min(yi, 0) 
then 
(comment: case 1 b) 
Xr’( j),j . .= 1; O:= min(y’,,y$‘,O); label columns E and j; 
6:=1 
else if Wr(j),/ = y; then 
if row r(j + 1) is not assigned and yi+l < min($, 0) then 
(comment: case 2a) 
Xr( j+l),j+l := 1; 0 := min($, 0); 6 := 2 
else if row r’(j) is not assigned and y; < yj+i and y,! f 0 then 
(comment: case 2b) 
xr’(i),j := 1; 0 := min($‘, 0); label column j; 6 := 1 
end 
if 6>0 thenj:=j+& g:=g+ 1 
endwhile 
end. 
When the algorithm terminates, the Xii values obviously provide a primal feasi- 
ble solution to g-AP. We then determine the optimal dual values as follows. Let 
p= max{wij: xii = 1): for each column j assigned, say to row i, set Vj = p - wij if j is 
not labeled, set Ui = p - Wii if j is labeled; set all the remaining dual variables to zero. 
We now prove correctness of the procedure by showing that these values are feasible 
for the dual and satisfy the complementary slackness conditions. 
It is straightforward to verify that the dual values above satisfy (9)-(13), so we just 
have to prove that (8) hold. 
Let j* be the last column assigned by the procedure. First observe that (8) holds for 
all pairs (i,j) in unlabeled calumns j assigned to r(j), since in this case (8) becomes 
u - Ui - p + Wrcj),j <wij. We prove that, in the four cases considered by the procedure 
when column j cannot be assigned to row r(j), the conditions we impose for the 
assignments ensure that (8) holds for the remaining columns of { 1,. . . ,j*}. We will 
then conclude by proving that the same holds for columns j* + 1,. . . , n. 
Given the current column j, assume row i = r(j) is already assigned, say to column 
I -C j. Two possibilities are considered: 
1. wil = 71, i.e., column 1 was assigned to row r(Z) =r(j). A new assignment can be 
determined if one of the following situations occurs: 
la row r( j+ 1) is not assigned and yj+l < min(y;, yj, 0): we do not assign column j, 
but assign column j+l to row y( j+l), label column 2 and set 0 = min(y’,, $, 0). 
Hence, condition ,u<@ ensures that (8) will hold for all elements of columns 1 
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and j except those in row r(l) ( = i). Since column 1 is labeled, we will have 
ui = p -- wil, hence (8) holds for element (i, I); yj 2 y/ ensures the same for 
(i,j). 
lb Row r’(j) is not assigned, $ < yj+t and $ < min(y’,, 0): we assign column j to 
row r’(j), label columns I and j, and set 0 = min(y;, $‘, 0). Hence, condition 
p 6 0 ensures that (8) will hold for all elements of columns 1 and j except 
(i, I), (i,j) and (r’(j), j). For the first two, the considerations of case la apply; 
I+ = p - wr’(J),j ensures the same for (r’(j),j). 
2. I++/ = II;, i.e., case lb (or 2b which is very similar, see below) occurred for column 1. 
Then the possibilities are: 
2a row r(j + 1) is not assigned and ytj+t < min($, 0): we do not assign column j, 
but assign column j+ 1 to row r(j+ 1) and set 0 = min($, 0). Hence, condition 
p < 0 ensures that (8) will hold for all elements of column j except (i,j). Since 
case b occurred for column 1, we know that w,~ = $ < yj and Ui = p - wii, hence 
(8) holds for element (i,j). 
2b Row r’(j) is not assigned, $ < >>+I and yj < 0: we assign column j to row 
r’(j), label column j, and set 0 = min(y$‘, 0). Hence, condition p 6 0 ensures 
that (8) will hold for all elements of column j except (i,j) and (r’(j),j). For 
the first, the considerations of case 2a apply; Ur’(j) = p - Wr’(j),j ensures the 
same for (r’(j),j). 
It remains to show that (8) holds for columns j’ + 1,. . . , n. Since the columns are 
ordered by increasing yj values, it is easily seen that the procedure selects assignments 
according to nondecreasing wij values (indeed the current column j is either assigned 
to row r(j), or to row r’(j) under condition yj < yj+t). Hence, yj*+l > max{wij : 
Xii = l} = p, so any element in columns j’ + 1,. . q n has cost not less than II, which 
concludes the proof. 
The time complexity of procedure gAP is clearly O(k), since the while loop is 
executed at most k times and each iteration requires constant time. 
Example 1. Let m = 5, n = 7, k = 5, and 
-0 1 9 8 8 9 9- 
9923899 
W= 9 9 9 4 5 8 9. 
9999679 
-9 9 9 9 9 9 8_ 
j= 1: r(l)= 1 so x11 = 1. 
j = 2: case la occurs, so we set ~23 = 1, 0 = 9 and label column 1. 
j = 4: case lb occurs, so we set x34 = 1, 0 = 8 and label columns 3 and 4. 
j = 5: case 2b occurs, so we set x45 = 1 and label column 5. 
j = 6: case 2a occurs, so we set x57 = 1 and terminate with the optimal solution. 
The corresponding dual solution is determined as p = 8, u = (8,6,4,2,0), v = (0, 0, 0, 0, 
O,O,O). 
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4. Structural properties and bounds 
The results of the previous section can also be used to determine rows and columns 
which must be assigned in an optimal solution, and to reduce the cost matrix through 
lower- and upper-bound computations. 
4.1. Fixing rows and columns 
We say that a row or column is fixed if it must be assigned in an optimal solution. 
Property 4. The rows and columns assigned in an optimal solution to g-AP (for any 
g < k) can be fixed for k-AP. 
Proof. The two-matroid intersection algorithm determines, at each iteration, an optimal 
solution to g-AP starting from the optimal solution to (g - 1 )-AP (for g = I,. . . , k). 
Since this is obtained through SAPS, it is easily seen that all the rows and columns 
which are assigned in the optimal solution to (g - l)-AP are also assigned in the 
optimal solution to g-AP. 0 
Additional rows and columns can be fixed as follows. Let R and C (resp. i? and c) 
denote the current sets of fixed (resp. not fixed) rows and columns, respectively. 
Property 5. Let S be the set of the k - (Cl not fixed columns having the smallest 
minima, i.e., S 2 C, ISI = k - ICI and 8 6 yh for j ES, h EC\S. Then any row r(j) 
with j ES can be fixed. 
Proof. Given an optimal solution, assume that j E S exists such that row r(j) (r(j) $! 
R) is not assigned. Two cases may occur: (i) if column j is assigned (to a different 
row I), then assigning j to r(j) would improve the solution; (ii) if column j is not 
assigned, then we know that a column h E C\S is assigned, say to row 1 # r(j); we 
could then improve the solution by replacing such assignment with the assignment of 
column j to row r(j), since w/h > Yh > 8. 0 
Property 6. Zf a row i is jixed then column c(i) can be fixed. 
Proof. Assume that column c(i) is not assigned in an optimal solution, and let h be 
the column assigned to row i. Assigning row i to column c(i) would improve the 
solution. 0 
After Properties 5 and 6 have been applied, R and C can be further enlarged by ap- 
plying the following properties (whose proofs are immediate extensions of the above). 
Property 7. Let S be the set of the k - /RI not jixed rows having the smallest minima. 
Then any column c(i) with i E S can be jixed. 
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Property 8. Zf a column j is Jixed then row r(j) can be jixed. 
Example 2. Let m = n = 5, k = 4, and 
-0 1 8 8 8- 
1 2 3 7 7 
W=8 8 4 5 8. 
8 7 7 8 6 
-7 8 8 7 7_ 
The heuristic algorithm of Section 3 assigns xtt = 1 and then gets stuck. Hence, Prop- 
erty 4 fixes row 1 and column 1. Property 5 sets S = {2,3,4} and fixes rows 2 and 3, 
so Property 6 fixes column 3. Then Property 7 sets S = (4) and fixes column 5, so 
Property 8 fixes row 4. 
The above pairs of properties (5-6 and 7-8) can also be applied in reverse order. 
The effect is generally different: for Example 2 we would fix rows 1, 2 and 4, and 
columns 1, 3 and 5. 
Once the columns of W are sorted by increasing yi, and the rows by increasing pi, 
the time complexity for the application of the above results is O(k). 
4.2. Lower and upper bounds 
Given a set R of fixed rows, let S CM\ R be the set of the k - /RI non-fixed rows 
with smallest minima. Since k rows must be assigned, 
L&I= c pi (14) 
iERUS 
is an immediate lower bound on the optimal solution value. Observe that the problem 
induced by R is (l)-(5) with (2) replaced by ET=1 xij = 1 (PER), C;=,xii< 1 (in 
M\R). Hence, LRo is given by the solution to the relaxation of such problem in which 
constraints (3) are dropped. A tighter bound can be obtained by considering those 
constraints (3) which would be violated if each fixed row was assigned to the column 
corresponding to its minimum entry. Let S(j) = {i E R: c(i) = j} and T = {j: IS( j)l > 
1). For each jET, 
tij = min 
i&Vi) 
( 
c MJ%)] 
htS(j)\{i) 
(15) 
is a lower bound on the cost increment for assigning the rows of S(j) with only one 
of them assigned to column j. Hence, 
LRl=LRo+ Cti_ (16) 
ET 
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is a valid lower bound dominating LR 0. Since xjET IS(j)1 6 k, the computation can 
be implemented so as to require O(k) time, once set R is given. Similar bounds LCo, 
LC, are obtained by using a set C of fixed columns. Let LB denote the best lower 
bound obtained. 
An upper bound UB is determined by completing the partial optimal solution of car- 
dinality g < k produced by g-AP (Section 3). We define a sparse matrix W containing 
only the entries corresponding to y, y’, y”, p, p’, p” and apply an extension to k-AP 
of the classical SAP technique for AP. 
The SAP technique used for AP would operate, in this case, on a bipartite di- 
graph G=(UU V,A), where U={Vi ,..., U,}, V={& ,..., Vn} andA=FUB, with 
F = {( Ui, y): .q = 0} and B = {( y, Vi): xv = 1). Let u”i and ijj be the dual values of AP 
for row i and column j, respectively: the arc costs would be the non-negative reduced 
costs WV - u’i - 6j (which take the value zero for the arcs in B). Each iteration would 
consist in selecting a vertex u corresponding to an unassigned row and finding the 
shortest path P from u to a vertex corresponding to an unassigned column: by remov- 
ing the assignments associated with the arcs in P n B and adding those associated with 
the arcs in P n F we would obtain a solution having one more assignment. 
The above technique extends to k-Al’ as follows: 
(i) We define the initial dual values as 
t2i=!-ZLi (i=l,...,??Z), iTj=f -Dj (j=l,...,n), 
for which it is easily seen that the reduced costs wg - iii - iYj are non-negative and 
take zero value for all entries (i, j) with xv = 1. 
(ii) Since we know that all rows in R must be assigned in an optimal solution 
to k-AP, for the first IRI - g iterations we select a vertex u corresponding to a fixed 
unassigned row. 
(iii) For the following k - IRI iterations we add to G a fictitious vertex s with a 
zero cost arc (s, Ui) for each unassigned row i, and start the path from s. Thus, at 
each iteration, we determine the shortest path from the set of vertices corresponding to 
unassigned rows to a vertex corresponding to an unassigned column, hence obtaining 
the optimal way for increasing by one the cardinality of the current solution. 
Observe that by applying the technique above to the complete cost matrix we would 
obtain the optimal solution to k-AP (see Section 5.1). In the approximate algorithm 
we use instead a matrix with at most 3(n + m) entries, hence the process can terminate 
with a solution of cardinality k < k, if at the next iteration no SAP exists. In this 
case we complete the solution in a greedy way by assigning k - k unassigned rows, 
each to the unassigned column corresponding to the minimum cost (in the complete 
matrix). 
Since r has less than 3(n + m) entries, each SAP is determined in time proportional 
to (n + m) log n (by using the Dijkstra [7] algorithm, implemented with a heap for the 
vertex labels). The greedy phase takes O(n) time for each new assignment. Hence, the 
time complexity for completing the g-AP solution is O(kn log n). 
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4.3. Reduction 
Once UB and LB (upper and lower bound) have been determined, if UB=LB we 
obviously have an optimal solution; otherwise, we can reduce the problem as follows. 
Let LB be the best lower bound computed by using k - 1 instead of k in the definition 
of sets R and C and in the computation of LR, and LC’, : for each pair (i,j), wii + LB 
is then a lower bound on the solution value we can obtain for k-AP if row i is assigned 
- 
to column j. Hence, if wg+LB 2 UB we know that such assignment could not improve 
the current solution, so xij must take the value zero. 
Further reduction can be obtained through the following: 
Theorem 2. In an optimal solution, xq must take value zero if WV is greater than 
the minimum between the kth smallest cost in row i and the kth smallest cost in 
column j. 
Proof. Assume that an optimal solution has xv = 1 and WV > W, where W is the kth 
smallest cost in column j. Since k rows are assigned, there exists a row h with whj <iii 
which is not assigned. Setting xv = 0 and xhj = 1 would improve the solution. By in- 
terchanging rows and columns the same argument applies when W is the kth smallest 
cost in row i. 0 
The kth smallest of n elements can be found in O(n) time (see Fischetti and 
Martello [8] for an efficient algorithm). Hence, the time complexity for reduction is 
O(mn). 
4.4. Summary of preprocessing 
The overall preprocessing phase (Sections 3 and 4) can be summarized as follows: 
1. determine y, y’, y”, p, p’, p” and reorder the columns of W by nondecreasing yj values, 
and the rows by nondecreasing pi values (time O(mn + n log n)); 
2. determine a partial optimal solution of cardinality g by applying procedure g-AP 
(Section 3: time O(k)); 
3. determine two possible pairs of sets (R, C) of fixed rows and columns by applying 
the couples of properties 5-6 and 7-8 both directly and in reverse order, choosing 
the pair with maximum IRI (Section 4.1: time O(k)); 
4. for each of the two possible pairs (R,C), compute LR, and LC, (Section 4.2: time 
O(k)) and let LB be the maximum of these four values; 
5. determine an approximate solution of value UB by completing the partial solution 
(Section 4.2: time O(kn log n)); 
6. if UB > LB then reduce the instance (Section 4.3: time O(mn)). 
The overall time complexity of the preprocessing phase is thus O(mn+kn log n). The 
computational experiments of Section 6 indicate that preprocessing takes, on average, 
very small computing times and can be extremely effective. 
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5. Exact algorithms 
5.1. Dual approach 
Once the preprocessing phase has been performed and the cost matrix has been 
reduced by setting wii = 00 if xij must take the value zero, the partial optimal solution 
of cardinality g can be completed in an optimal way by applying to the resulting 
complete matrix the SAP technique described in Section 4.2. 
The algorithm performs k - g iterations (at most). The execution is halted if the 
current cost is no less than UB, indicating that the approximate solution of value UB is 
optimal. At each iteration we determine the shortest path, through the standard Dijkstra 
algorithm, thus obtaining overall time complexity O(kmn). The average performance 
of the approach is examined in Section 6. 
5.2. A primal algorithm 
Given Z CA4 with 111 > k and J 2 N with IJI 2 k, let A-AF’(Z, J) be problem k-AF’ 
for the submatrix of W induced by I and J, i.e., (l)-(5) with M and N replaced by 
I and J, respectively. Given the optimal primal and dual solutions to A-AP(Z, J), the 
algorithm described in the present section adds a row Y E A4 \Z (or a column c E N \ J) 
at each iteration, sets xrj = 0 for j E J (or xic = 0 for i E I) and determines, through 
a SAP technique, the optimal primal and dual solutions to A-AP(Z U {Y}, J) (or to 
k-AP(Z, J u {c})) continuing until Z =M and J = N. Each iteration can be seen as 
a specialized implementation of a procedure to find a negative cycle in the residual 
network of the flow problem underlying k-AP. 
We start by executing the preprocessing phase (see Section 4.4): if an optimal so- 
lution is not found, we take for Z and J the k cardinality sets of rows and columns 
assigned by the upper-bound computation and obtain an improved solution x by solv- 
ing an AP over the submatrix induced by Z and J. Given the optimal dual values 
U, V for this AP, the optimal dual values for k-AP(Z, J) can be obtained by comput- 
ing CI = max(O, max{@: i E I}), /I = m&O,max{Ej: Jo J}), and setting: /J= c1 + /I, 
ui = ~1 - Ui (i E I), Vj = /.I - v/ 0’ E J). Indeed, since U and V satisfy i& + Vj <WV 
(i E Z,j E J) (dual constraints of AP) and xv(Ui +FZ - wd) = 0 (i E Z,j E J) (complemen- 
tary slackness conditions of AP), it is straightforward to check that ~1, u and v satisfy 
(8)-(13) with M and N replaced by Z and J. 
We next describe an iteration corresponding to the addition of a row r to I, and 
prove its correctness. (Since k-AF’ does not change if the cost matrix W is transposed, 
the same arguments apply to the addition of a column.) We denote by R’ CZ and 
C’ C J the sets of rows and columns currently assigned (IR' I = IC' I = k). Define a 
digraph G=({U,}UUUVUVU{t},A) with U={Ui: I’ER’}, V={vjj~C’} and 
v={y: j~J\c’} ( see Fig. 1). The arc set of G is A=FUBULU{(Ui,t): I’ER’}, 
with F = {( Ui, y): XV = 0, WV < CO} Cforward arcs), B = {( 6, Ui): xi1 = 1) (backward 
arcs, dashed lines in Fig. l), L = {(y, I$): YE 7, fi E V} (linking arcs, dotted lines). 
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Fig. I. digraph for the primal algorithm. 
Given the current optimal dual values p’, MI, u;, the arc costs are the reduced costs 
w; = wq - p’ + ui + II; for the forward and backward arcs (with U: = 0), vi for the 
linking arcs (I$ I$) and U{ for the arcs in {(U;, t): i E R’}. Observe that the reduced 
cost of all backward arcs turns out to be zero, and the reduced cost of arcs emanating 
from U,. can be negative. 
Let A be the cost of the shortest path on G from U, to t. If A b 0 then we know 
that the current assignment is optimal for R-AP(Z U {r},J); otherwise, an improved 
feasible solution is obtained by setting xii = 0 for all backward arcs in the path and 
xv = 1 for all forward arcs in the path. In both cases we update the dual variables (see 
below, Theorem 3). Since only arcs emanating from the source U, can have negative 
cost and no arc enters U,., it is easily seen that the Dijkstra algorithm can be used. 
(Immediate argument: if a constant is added to the cost of all arcs emanating from 
the source vertex, the shortest paths to all other vertices do not change, and their cost 
is simply increased by the said constant.) The correctness of the procedure is next 
proved. Let G(y) be the label of vertex y when the Dijkstra algorithm terminates. 
Lemma 1. The shortest path on G from U, to t determined through the Dijkstra 
algorithm includes at most one vertex of 7. 
Proof. Assume the thesis is not true and let V, be the first vertex of 7 in the shortest 
path. Let I$ be a vertex of V following V, in the path and V, E V the vertex immediately 
following Q,. Since /(I$) > e(G) and the two linking arcs (V,, V,), (V,, V,) have the 
same cost u:, we know that V, was first labeled from V, and the algorithm could not 
update its label from I$. Hence no vertex follows 6 in the path, a contradiction. 0 
Corollary 1. In the improved solution x, at most one column j* E C’ is not assigned. 
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Proof. The above-described updating of the primal solution excludes a column j* E C’ 
from the assignment only if the shortest path includes a linking arc ending in ye. From 
Lemma 1 the path includes at most one linking arc. 0 
When A < 0 it is worth noting that the shortest path from U,. to t can have two 
different structures: (a) it includes no linking arc, hence set C’ is not changed; (b) it 
includes exactly one linking arc ( y, y* ), hence C’ is changed to C” = C’ U {j} \ {j*}. 
In both cases R’ is changed to R” =R’U {r}\{i*}, w h ere Ui* is the last vertex before 
t in the path. 
Theorem 3. Let u’, ui, vj and wb = wij -u’+u~+t$ be the optimal dual values and the 
reduced costs at the beginning of the current iteration. Let R” and C” be the sets of 
rows and columns assigned at the end of the iteration (IR”I = IC”I = k). Let A be the 
cost of the shortest path and define D = min(O, A), 6 = min(D, min{/( y): j E J \ C’}). 
Then the dual values 
p” = p’ - D + S, (17) 
if iEI\R’, 
if iER’ with P(Ui) > D, 
if iER’ with /(Ui)<D or tfi=r, 
(18) 
0 if jEJ\C”, 
v:’ = v;+S-D if j E C” with e(y) > D, (19) 
vi+o-e(Q ifjEC” with P(F$<D. 
are optimal for the new solution x. 
Proof. We first show that the values given by (17)-( 19) are feasible for the dual 
(constraints (8)-( 10)). 
Constraints (9) are obviously satisfied if i E I \R’, or if e(Ui) > D, or if i = r (since 
/‘(U,) = 0). Otherwise, observe that the labeling gives f(t) < e(Q) + u: Vi E R’, so (a) 
if e(t) 2 0 then D= 0 and uy = ui + {(Vi) 2 0; (b) if t(t) < 0 then D =6’(t) and 
UI’ 2 0. 
Constraints (10) are obviously satisfied if j E J \ C”, or if 6 = D. Otherwise (j E C” 
and 6 = min{d( y): j E J \ C’} ) observe that the labeling gives e(y) < 6 + vi Vj E C’, 
so (a) if e(y) > D then vy > 0; (b) if C( 9 <D then vy 3 0. 
Constraints (8): let wi = WV - pJ’ + uy + v$’ denote the new reduced costs; we show 
that, for any pair (Ui, y) such that WV < 00, w; 2 0. Note that 
e(y)<e(Ui)+wb for all arcs (Uiyy)EF and (v,Ui)EB. (20) 
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We first prove the thesis for j E C”. Two cases may occur: 
1. i E I \R’ (i.e., ui = u:’ = 0) or i E R’ with /( Ui) > D: if e(y) > D then we obtain 
wl=w;; if C(y)<D then w~=wQ +D-e(y) > wb; 
2. iER’ with !(Ui)<D or i=r: if f(Jf)>D then w{=W$+C(Ui)-D so, from 
(20), W$ >, P( ff) - D > 0; if t(y) < D then 1~; = wb + P( Ui) - P(y) SO, from 
(20), w; > 0. 
For the case j E J\C”, recall that all such j’s are in J\C’ with the only possible 
exception of j* (see Corollary 1). Further observe that when the shortest path includes 
the linking arc ending in I$ we have e( I$ ) = 6 + 2;:.*, since all linking arcs ending 
in I$* have the same cost 9’. We consider the same two cases as before: 
1. I’EI\R’ (i.e., uj=ufl=O) or iER’ with P(Ui) > D, hence 9: =wj-_‘+D-6+ 
u~+O:if,j#j* thenwi=wG+D-6(sinceu~~=Oforj~J\C’),sow;:’>w~; 
otherwise w$ = w:j* -v;*+D-S=w&-QQ)+D>w~, (sinceQI$)bD). 
2. i E R’ with f(Ui)<D or i = r, hence w{ = wij - p’ + D - 6 + U: - D + P( Ui) + 0: 
ifjfj’then w$=w&-~+~(~~)(sinceu~=Oforj~J\C’),sow~i’w~ from 
definition of 6 and (20); otherwise, w$ = wb* - vi* - 6 + C(Ui) so from (20) 
It’;* 3 P( Ii* ) - vi* - 6 = 0. 
We conclude the proof by showing that x, p”, u” and u” satisfy the complementary 
slackness conditions (1 l)-( 13). 
Conditions (11) are certainly satisfied (see (18)) if (a) A 2 0, or (b) A < 0 and 
i E I\{i*}, where i* is the unique row which is in R’ and is not in R”. For i* it is 
enough to observe that D = P( U,) = L( Ui* ) + z&, hence u:L = 0. 
Conditions (12) are obviously satisfied (see (19)). 
Conditions (13): let us consider a pair (i, j) such that x,, = 1 at the end of the 
iteration. If we had xij = 0 at the beginning of the iteration, then the forward arc 
(U,, 5) belongs to the shortest path, so (a) P( Ui) <D or i = r; (b) e( I$) <D. Hence, 
from ( 17)-( 19) we obtain w;:’ = WA + P( Ui) - e( 5) = 0. If instead Xij had already the 
value one at the beginning of the iteration, then we know that !(Ui) = P( I$). Both in 
the case C( 5 ) > D and in the case P( I$) d D we easily obtain w[ = w,$ = 0. 0 
Assume that the algorithm is implemented by first adding the m - k rows which are 
not in the initial solution, and then the n - k remaining columns. Whenever a row is 
added, graph G has 2k + 2 vertices, hence each application of the Dijkstra algorithm 
requires O(k’) time. Whenever a column is added, graph G has m + k + 2 vertices: 
due to the special structure of G, it is easy to implement the Dijkstra algorithm so 
as to require O(m2) time. Since we assume m dn, the overall time complexity of the 
primal algorithm is O((n - k)m*), plus 0(k3) for the inital AP solution. 
6. Computational experiments 
We have coded in Fortran 77 the dual approach of Section 5.1 and the primal 
algorithm of Section 5.2 (called in the following DUAL and PRML, respectively), by 
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using the Jonker and Volgenant [9] code for the AP solutions. We also implemented 
the min-cost flow approach described in Section 2 (FLOW in the following), by using 
code RELAXT of Bertsekas and Tseng [4]. The three algorithms were computationally 
tested on a Digital VAXstation 3 100/30, whose speed is about half that of a PC 486/33. 
We performed computational experiments on series of test problems commonly used 
in the literature for the assignment problem. Each group of four columns in Tables 
1 and 2 gives the average computing times of the three algorithms (expressed in 
seconds) and the percentage of initial assignements (over k) obtained at the end of the 
preprocessing phase (column %IN). A first series of experiments was performed on test 
problems obtained by randomly generating the costs +t+? from the uniform distributions 
[0, lo’], [0, 103] and [0, 105] (see, e.g., Kennington and Wang [lo]). For each value 
of n E { 100,200,300,400,500}, ten instances were generated with m = n and solved 
for different values of k (k E { $$n, f$n, gn, En, f$n, gn}). The results in 
Table 1 show that PRML is clearly the fastest method. The preprocessing phase exactly 
solved all instances for k < En, requiring small computing times; for the remaining 
instances, FLOW was generally faster than DUAL in range [0, 102] for k = $$n and 
in range [0, 103] for k 3 sn, always slower in range [0, 105]. 
Worth noting is that RAP is more difficult than AP. The Jonker and Volgenant [9] 
code solves the assignment problems corresponding to the test problems above with 
running times considerably smaller than those requested by our fastest algorithm, when 
k is not too small (in range [0, 105], e.g., the Jonker-Volgenant code is about five 
times faster than PRML when k 2 gn). As previously outlined, the main reason for 
this difference is due to the preprocessing phase of SAP based algorithms, which is 
much more efficient for AP than for k-AP. 
In Table 2 we report computational results obtained for more difficult data genera- 
tions: 
- Biased matrices (used in Carpaneto, Martello and Toth [6] for testing algorithms for 
the AP), obtained by uniformly randomly generating the costs of k/5 “good” rows 
in range [0, 1 03] and the remaining costs in range [ 103, 104]. 
- Macho1 and Wien [ 121 deterministic matrices, obtained by setting wjj = (i - 1 )(j - 1) 
for all i and j (the times in the table obviously refer to single instances). 
- Randomized Machol-Wien matrices, obtained by uniformly randomly generating 
each wij in range [O,ij]. 
For all instances, PRML turned out to be the fastest algorithm. For the biased matrices, 
DUAL is faster than FLOW for k Q En, while it takes on average twice the time of 
FLOW for the other instances; the running times of PRh4L are about one-third of 
those of FLOW, For the pure Machol-Wien matrices, FLOW is highly inefficient (it 
spent, for example, one day for the single instance with n = 400 and k = Gn, almost 
two days for that with n = 500 and k = En and more than two days for the cases 
marked ‘-‘); the ratio (running time of DUAL)/(running time of PRML) decreases 
with k, from 20 to 2. For the randomized Machol-Wien matrices, PRML is one order 
of magnitude faster than the other algorithms; with few exceptions, DUAL is faster 
than FLOW. It is worth noting that the number of initial assignments for these matrices 
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Table 1 
Uniformly random problems. Average values over 10 problems. VAXstation 3 100/30 seconds 
10, IO21 [O, 10’1 [O. 1051 
k n FLOW DUAL PRML %IN FLOW DUAL PRh4L %IN FLOW DUAL PRh4L %IN 
100 0.45 0.03 0.03 100 0.62 0.06 
200 1.92 0.14 0.14 100 2.31 0.29 
g?gl 300 4.52 0.34 0.34 100 3.62 0.4 1 
400 10.66 0.74 0.74 100 8.01 0.81 
500 18.08 1.38 1.38 100 13.36 1.14 
100 0.53 0.07 0.07 100 0.84 0.19 0.19 100 2.83 0.22 0.22 100 
200 2.42 0.25 0.25 100 3.03 0.75 0.75 100 19.10 0.85 0.85 100 
gfl 300 5.86 0.54 0.54 100 6.76 1.78 1.78 100 55.03 1.95 1.95 100 
400 13.52 0.91 0.91 100 13.86 3.16 3.16 100 109.76 3.60 3.60 100 
500 22.75 1.39 1.39 100 22.41 5.02 5.02 100 176.67 6.12 6.12 100 
100 0.71 0.25 0.25 100 1.10 0.27 0.27 100 3.37 0.30 0.30 100 
200 2.81 0.31 0.31 100 3.80 1.01 1.01 100 22.94 1.27 1.27 100 
+$I 300 6.92 0.53 0.53 100 8.41 2.44 2.44 100 70.41 3.04 3.04 100 
400 15.62 0.92 0.92 100 16.60 4.39 4.39 100 135.30 5.81 5.81 100 
500 26.39 1.39 1.39 100 27.77 6.94 6.94 100 230.82 9.62 9.62 100 
100 0.93 0.31 0.31 100 1.49 0.35 0.35 100 3.36 0.42 0.42 100 
200 3.37 1.14 1.14 100 4.32 2.29 1.59 79 24.08 3.83 2.12 69 
gtl 300 7.82 2.12 2.12 100 9.01 9.26 4.00 62 68.43 12.90 5.55 61 
400 17.22 4.13 4.13 100 20.15 11.69 6.35 84 138.08 35.27 11.24 45 
500 29.06 6.87 6.87 100 33.03 36.51 11.37 61 266.55 80.13 19.53 25 
100 1 .oo 0.91 0.48 47 1.85 1.19 0.55 36 3.50 1.15 0.57 47 
200 4.27 2.02 1.45 87 5.10 7.00 2.17 35 26.09 10.49 2.85 22 
$l 300 8.57 3.25 2.81 92 10.04 25.43 5.22 23 80.40 34.24 7.46 20 
400 18.34 4.52 4.52 100 21.62 55.46 9.63 23 144.87 75.92 14.30 19 
500 30.77 7.38 7.38 100 37.19 102.66 15.34 23 290.46 152.34 24.34 15 
100 0.90 1.63 0.50 36 3.18 2.15 0.59 25 5.90 2.28 0.70 22 
200 4.78 8.79 2.17 29 9.88 13.36 2.47 24 39.94 17.62 3.33 20 
Gt? 300 11.20 15.81 5.24 34 17.81 44.23 6.05 21 121.88 58.98 8.77 18 
400 22.51 16.62 8.68 42 28.50 100.20 12.00 21 266.70 131.67 17.41 17 
500 34.30 8.16 8.16 100 46.50 185.14 19.23 21 526.17 265.82 30.20 14 
0.06 100 I .97 0.09 0.09 100 
0.29 100 12.92 0.43 0.43 100 
0.41 100 35.99 0.99 0.99 100 
0.81 100 66.47 1.90 1.90 100 
1.14 100 104.62 3.73 3.73 100 
is very small for k > 40; for the pure Machol-Wien matrices it was always equal to 
1 (the values in the table are rounded to the closest integer). 
7. Conclusion 
The k-cardinality assignment problem is an interesting generalization of the assign- 
ment problem, having applications in personnel scheduling and as a subproblem in 
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Hard problems. Average values over 10 problems (I for Machol-Wien). VAXstation 3100/30 seconds 
Biased Machol-Wien Randomized Machol-Wien 
k n FLOW DUAL PRML %IN FLOW DUAL PRML %IN FLOW DUAL PRML %IN 
100 1.37 0.16 0.15 100 18.28 1.30 0.29 5 0.64 0.18 0.18 100 
200 4.47 0.75 0.75 100 319.28 9.57 1.09 3 3.67 0.73 0.73 100 
$$z 300 7.73 1.51 1.57 100 1665.40 32.32 2.50 2 8.82 1.64 1.64 100 
400 15.11 3.14 3.14 100 5397.14 74.76 4.63 1 21.66 2.94 2.94 100 
500 23.80 4.81 4.81 100 13549.66 147.28 7.96 1 43.91 4.83 4.83 100 
100 2.18 0.27 0.27 100 68.70 2.49 0.44 2 1.04 0.25 0.25 100 
200 8.09 1.27 1.13 82 1180.56 19.26 2.39 1 6.18 1.23 1.12 73 
$$l 300 12.63 2.52 2.52 100 6096.44 66.29 7.06 1 17.07 4.76 3.06 38 
400 21.50 4.83 4.83 100 19631.27 155.34 15.51 1 44.65 12.00 5.77 20 
500 31.90 7.53 7.53 100 48753.14 394.71 29.44 1 86.11 24.92 9.37 6 
100 2.54 0.55 0.43 69 141.18 3.86 0.91 2 1.62 0.81 0.49 16 
200 10.26 4.09 2.04 79 2396.69 29.94 6.15 1 11.34 5.41 1.95 8 
f$n 300 17.75 10.10 4.32 79 12431.11 102.27 19.78 1 30.71 17.23 4.58 8 
400 28.26 27.29 8.56 79 39408.41 241.37 45.83 0 83.75 41.64 8.68 7 
500 41.94 39.99 12.59 80 97941.78 475.12 89.64 0 151.92 80.04 14.31 4 
100 2.89 1.57 0.66 80 226.00 5.33 1.84 1 2.94 1 .I4 0.61 12 
200 12.41 10.20 2.96 81 3813.67 41.86 13.50 1 19.62 12.80 2.81 6 
+I 300 24.72 29.24 6.56 80 19706.79 141.91 44.66 0 59.76 55.83 8.26 6 
400 38.60 64.94 12.01 80 62368.59 335.74 104.60 0 159.13 173.22 19.80 5 
500 55.88 120.59 18.80 80 154837.41 660.92 203.21 0 293.24 360.18 34.48 3 
100 3.18 2.14 0.77 82 270.90 6.10 2.51 1 4.28 3.37 0.76 
200 14.12 14.49 3.44 82 4558.68 47.96 18.99 1 29.43 28.33 3.94 
&I 300 28.86 42.42 8.16 81 23503.42 163.19 62.80 0 89.80 93.22 9.80 
400 47.04 95.49 15.18 81 74828.80 387.65 150.19 0 200.31 222.05 20.97 
500 68.10 171.95 23.93 80 - 754.81 287.88 0 420.95 437.68 33.93 
100 4.70 3.09 0.86 86 311.84 6.84 3.25 1 6.04 3.99 0.65 
200 24.29 21.18 4.13 83 5237.19 53.82 24.92 1 47.08 31.23 3.11 
&I 300 46.27 65.24 10.52 82 26973.88 183.59 83.32 0 147.54 101.90 7.67 
400 75.51 139.59 19.64 81 86237.90 436.53 196.02 0 353.65 243.18 15.72 
500 125.17 263.84 33.11 81 _ 861.89 390.30 0 695.34 477.72 25.83 
10 
5 
5 
4 
3 
9 
5 
4 
4 
2 
the solution of more complex problems, such as the SS/TDMA time slot assignment 
problem. We have developed, for the first time, efficient preprocessing techniques and 
a primal algorithm. Our computational tests show that the proposed approach is the 
fastest method available for the problem solution. It solves dense instances having up 
to 250000 entries, for all values of k, with very short running times. Future devel- 
opements could concern the specialization of our algorithmic techniques to the case of 
sparse matrices, in order to solve instances with much higher values of m and n. 
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